Abstract. The initial value problem for acoustic-gravity waves in atmospheres composed of one or two isothermal layers is solved. For the case of two layers the problem is formulated in an indefinite space.
Introduction. Acoustic-gravity waves are small-amplitude disturbances which propagate through a perfect, compressible fluid stratified in a gravitational field. A discussion of the physical properties of these waves including their properties in various parameter regimes, such as the acoustic limit at high frequencies, etc., can be found in reference [1] , which also includes an extensive bibliography. In this paper we shall solve the initial value problem for such waves by formulating it as an eigenvalue problem in a Hilbert space, or, in the case of two layers, in an indefinite space. The form of the solution is convenient for application to problems involving a disturbance which is initially strong enough to require nonlinear techniques; if the nonlinear problem can be solved until the disturbance is weak, the end of the nonlinear calculation can serve as an initial condition for the present technique. The method is also of particular value for problems where one is interested in calculating the coupling of an initial configuration to one particular type of mode, such as ducted modes; since these modes appear in our formulation as eigenvectors orthogonal to other modes, the coupling can be calculated without solving the full problem; for example, in the case of an atmosphere composed of two isothermal layers one can calculate the coupling to the ducted modes without solving the full problem. We have found the formulation convenient to use for practical problems and think others may find use for it, but another reason for presenting the results is the possibility that mathematical physicists interested in indefinite spaces may find the space used here to solve a physics problem useful as an example of indefinite spaces.
The case of one isothermal layer.
Hydrodynamic variables and equations. To begin with, we consider the case of one isothermal layer. The hydrostatic solution about which we wish to perturb is given where v is the fluid velocity, P the pressure, and p the density. Po,Po, and H are constants related by P0 = poHg, where g is the acceleration of gravity. Another quantity we shall use is the sound speed, c = \JygH. We now define the variables V, P, and p which will be treated as small, perturbing quantities:
p e~z/H{p0 + pezl(2H)).
We have chosen the exponential factors so that the perturbing functions V, P, p will be bounded for all values of *, z, and t, and, for compact disturbances, will be square integrable functions of x and z for any value of t. (This fact is not obvious but is seen in the results below.) For these variables the linearized hydrodynamic equations take on the form:
We assume a time dependence e~""' for each of the variables and obtain
We now wish to construct a Hilbert space in which our solution will lie. We arrange the functions into a column vector in the order 
where the operator T is given by 
(10)
V7(M)
The inner product is /OO a\b\ + albi +alb->, + albidx dz.
-OO
In the new space our eigenvalue problem, Equation (4), becomes N is a normalization which we take to be
c2kl + cj2a-oj2b
With this choice of N we have
For a given value of a> lying in the spectrum of M we find the range of the parameter kx to be
where
Notice that in the way we have labeled the states both kx and kz are positive numbers. The solution. The machinery so far accumulated solves the initial value problem for the case of a single isothermal layer. If we know the configuration of the system at time / = 0 to be |/(0)), the configuration at time t will be )/(/)), given by
7=1 ■* Jr where the region of integration, R, is (see Eq. 22) {co<-(oA; kx < F(a>,c),
The case of two isothermal layers. Formulation. We now consider the case where the medium consists of two isothermal layers having two different temperatures (stability requires that the hotter layerthe layer with larger values of H and c-be the upper region). We shall use the convention that parameters for the lower region be labeled with the subscript 1 (e.g. H\) while those for the upper region are labeled with the subscript 2. We shall assume that the adiabatic constant, y, is the same in each layer although this assumption is not necessary. We define the ~-variables as in Eq. (2) using the value of H and Po appropriate to the layer in question (Pq is the same in the two layers) and then find that Eqs. (3) are satisfied where again we must choose the parameters appropriately. The transformation (10) can then be made for each layer and the dynamical equations can be written as (see Eqs. (12) and (13)
where we have taken the discontinuity in temperature to occur at z = 0. The (linearized) boundary conditions at the interface between the two layers (z = 0) are usually written as
z=0-These equations result from linearizing the full boundary conditions which require that the z-component of the velocity and the pressure be continuous at the (moving)
interface. For our purposes the appearance of the time derivative is very inconvenient; we use the equations of motion, (3), to eliminate the time derivative and use Eq. (10) to write the result in terms of the a-vector. We get C2^2\z=0+ = Cl#2|z=0-> ("'+ Tr^F"4) u-°*= ("'+ shr"4) u"°"' <27)
From the first line of Eq. (27) we see that the function a2 must be discontinuous across the interface; from the second line we see that a\ and a4 may be separately discontinuous so long as the particular linear combination of them is continuous (it is this last possibility that makes the trouble). The difficulty which prevents the extension of our one-layer methodology to two layers from being completely straightforward is that the boundary conditions (27) The form (28) is linear in the right-hand element and antilinear in the left-hand element but it is not positive definite when a and b are the same so we have an indefinite space. In the appendix we show that the operator M is symmetric in the new space.
Eigenvectors. The eigenmode structure of the two-layer case is substantially more complicated than that for the one-layer case. Figure 1 is useful in sorting out the structure. The particular case shown there is C\ = 0.5; c2 = 1; io.4t = 4/\/3; coBl -2; coA2 = 2/\/3; (Ob, = 1 (these numbers imply that y = 4/3). The qualitative aspects of the eigenmode structure are the same as long as c\ < c-l (which is necessary for stability) and 1 < y < 2. The solid curve is the line k ~ - . + B\p(co,kx,-kZ2,C2))eik*xe~ik:2z, z > 0.
\co,kx,2)p is proportional to the RHS of (36) with kx everywhere replaced by -kx.
For the other two states we have \co,kx,3)F C\p{co,kx, k2l,ci))e'k*xe'k:iz + D\p{co,kx, -kZl,cx))eik^xe~ik:>z, z < 0, \p(co,kx, kz, ,C2))elkxXe'k:2z, z > 0.
(37) |w,kx,A)F is proportional to the RHS of (37) with kx everywhere replaced with -kx. The coefficients A,B,C, and D are determined by the boundary conditions. We get These eigenvectors have two convenient properties: they are mutually orthogonal; subsets of them analytically continue into the mixed mode eigenvectors of regions R2 and Ri. In particular, when we cross from region R\ to region R2, we label the eigenvectors |co,kx,j)\f1 where j is 1 or 2 and find that these are proportional, respectively, to the analytic continuation of \(o,kx, l)f and \a),kx,2)F-If we cross from region R\ to region Rt, we label the states \(o,kx,j)M} where j is 1 or 2 and find that they are proportional, respectively, to the analytic continuation of \(o,kx,3)F and \(o,kx,4)F. The normalization of the states does not analytically continue across the boundaries. We define normalization functions: 4kh + 0JX -0Ji
The vectors \(o,kx,j)F, \o),kx,j)Ml, or \to,kx,j)M} are given by the RHS of (36) divided by the appropriate normalization factor from (39); with this normalization we have
for all the vectors whether of type F, M2, or M3. For each point on the dotted line in region R4 there are two eigenvectors corresponding to ducted modes traveling in the plus or minus *-directions. Since there is only one value of kx for a given a> we could label the eigenvectors with <y; it is somewhat more convenient to label them with kx thus obtaining four eigenvectors for each kx-two for the two x-directions times two for the two possible signs for 0) each of which corresponds to the given value for kx. We shall call these vectors I kx,j)o where j runs from 1 to 4 and f 7ir\p{\u>\,kx, -kz. ,C\))eikxXe~'kz<z, z< 0, The solution to the problem of the nonsymmetry of the operator M in the standard Li space is to subtract off the remainder term in Eq. A-6 within the inner product. That this is possible is due essentially to the fact that although the boundary condition as written in Eq. 26 involves the time derivative, we can rewrite it in such a way that it does not, as is done in Eq. 27. We now redefine the inner product as (see Eq. 28) {a\b} = J (a*b\ + alb2 + a^b) + a^b^ dz 7 (a;H2b4\0+-alHib*\o-)dx. (A-8)
The boundary conditions (27) now give {a\Mb}-{Ma\b} = 0 so that the operator M is symmetric with the form (A-7) taken as an inner product. The form, (A-7), has most of the properties of an inner product: it is linear in the right-hand element; it is antilinear in the left-hand element; it is real when the elements are the same, but, it is not positive definite when the two elements are the same. The space we are working in is thus an indefinite space.
